Writer Bares More Jap Atrocities
African American soldiers have been refused in all major battles, and the help they have received has been inadequate. They have fought bravely and have earned the respect of their fellow soldiers. They will be remembered for their service.

The story of Scottish soldiers is also inspiring. They have fought with courage and determination in all wars, and their bravery has been noted by their fellow soldiers.

The Japanese have fought bravely in all wars. They have fought with determination and have earned the respect of their fellow soldiers. They will be remembered for their service.
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how they would toss baby children into the air to catch them on their bayonets. Pictures of these brutalities were made by the boastful and lust-ridden Japanese. The negatives came into the hands of Americans.

The heathen barbarities of the
Japs come home as our men became victims of beheaders.

Bombed Manila

Within three weeks after war broke, the United States Government notified the Japanese govern-
ment that Manila had been declared an open city. Our forces dismantled our ancient anti-aircraft guns. We expected the Hirohito Japs to respect the non-military nature of the capital of the Philippines. On December 20, 1941, Japanese planes came over the city and struck, in true Nazi-Jap attacks, at the Catholic cathedrals, where they knew they would kill hundreds of innocents, to destroy religious gathering places.

Christian religion is a force excluded by Japan's New Order in Asia.

September 1, 1923, Tokyo and Yokohama suffered an unprecedented earthquake. Americans in the Philippines sent relief supplies. At Bataan and Corregidor 19 years later, equipment from the relief ship, the U.S.S. Merritt, floated ashore—the Jap military used the mercy vessel's life-boats and preservers for the invasion of the islands.

In pre-war days, Japan signed a world treaty respecting the use of gas in warfare. Four years ago I was in Chungking when Chinese soldiers were brought in from the battle of Changsha, victims of Japanese mustard gas. Four times the Japs used gas. Four times Washington warned Japan against gas in warfare.

In the Battle of the Philippines, Japan used picric acid in light aerial bombs. The acid—somehow circumvents the gas treaty which Japan signed, but it is sufficient to cause bad pains in the sides and a choking effect in the throat.

The head of the Japanese delegation to the Washington Disarmament Conference was Prince Iyosato Tokugawa. He is today head of the Japanese Red Cross. Japan, by signing the principles safeguarding the treatment of prisoners, we presumed, would abide by international agreement.

At Hong Kong, the Japanese
array, with bayonets, entered the Maryknoll Mission Hospital and
BAYONETED THE WOUNDED CANADIAN SOLDIERS on their
hospital cots. In North China, JAPAN DESTROYED 17 PRES-
byterian HOSPITALS by attacking the nurses and killing the
 doctors.

A Japanese prison ship, the Lisbon Maru, was torpedoed off Hong
Kong in February, 1943. The Japs fastened down the hatches, so that
the British, Canadians and Australians, sick, wounded and under-
fed, would suffocate and drown in the holds of the ship—as Jap of-
icers and men escaped in lifeboats. The Japs had used the cabins for
themselves.

Prisoners in Hong Kong will starve on the rations they are issued.
This is the authoritative word from a Baptist missionary from Texas who has been working
in South China, who represents the belief of competent observers that
the Jap plan is to let prisoners die slowly. Rations in a camp where
he had friends interned consisted of rice and an ounce of meat, count-
ing the bones, daily. As for the source of the meat, there is much suspi-

A Nebraskan, interned by the Japs, was beaten at intervals for
a fortnight, with rubber hose. Catholic priests, notwithstanding
Vatican recognition of Japan's military government AFTER WAR
STARTED, were held in dark rooms. Nearly 20 were threatened with execution. Garbed in their
robes, they were tied together in groups and imprisoned for three
days.

Protestant missionaries meeting in one city were not allowed to use
their Bibles.

The Japanese New Order also displayed its arrogance fully in
Burma. Sikh soldiers, proud of their great beards, were stationed
in circles in public markets. Then, the Japanese, to show their indul-
gence in slavery—contrary to their assurances that they were "fighting
a war for the salvation of Asians"—cut off the almost sacred beard and
shaved the heads of the famous

Brig. Gen. R. V. C. Cavendish
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The Dutch hospital ship Op-Tar was sunk by the Japs, according to the Red Cross. The Red Cross is planning to send medical supplies to op-tar. The Red Cross is responsible for the safety of patients and medical personnel on the ship.

H. Binford, of Abbeville, Miss., is the head of the hospital ship. The Japs attacked the ship and killed many of the crew and patients. The Japs also burned the ship to the waterline, leaving only a few survivors.

Two months after the Dutch ship's attack, the Japs attacked a Chinese mission in China. The Japs killed the priests and missionaries. The Japs also burned the mission to the ground.

Some of the Japs were forced to leave the ship and take refuge in the nearby hills. The Japs were wounded and tired. They were captured by the Chinese and taken to a hospital. The Chinese doctors treated the Japs and gave them medicine.

The Japs were then marched to the hospital ship and placed in a room. The Japs were then forced to confess to their crimes. The Japs were then allowed to leave and return to their homes.

The Japs then demanded to be allowed to return to their homes. They were allowed to return to their homes, but they were forced to leave behind their weapons and other belongings.

The Japs were then marched to the nearby hills and executed. The Japs were then buried in a mass grave.

The Japs were then buried in a mass grave. The Japs were then allowed to return to their homes, but they were forced to leave behind their weapons and other belongings.

The Japs were then allowed to return to their homes, but they were forced to leave behind their weapons and other belongings.

The Japs were then allowed to return to their homes, but they were forced to leave behind their weapons and other belongings.

The Japs were then allowed to return to their homes, but they were forced to leave behind their weapons and other belongings.

The Japs were then allowed to return to their homes, but they were forced to leave behind their weapons and other belongings.
Japanese food, many of them unable to live on a rice diet, humiliated and haggard, await our aid.

QUICK AND IMMEDIATE ACTION is needed.

The temper of the Japanese is violent, hardened and inflexible to all humanitarian appeals.

Japanese militarists are vermin-ridden beasts.

Are we to forget their insults and atrocities, or will we let the Japanese know we will reciprocate?
TELLS OF JAP ATROCITIES WITH FEATURED "MARCH OF DEATH"—Comdr. Melvyn H. McCoy, shown with his wife in their New Bainbridge home near Seattle, was one of three officers whose reports of Japanese atrocities helped on captive American and Filipino troops, were included in a joint Army-Navy announcement. (P Wirephoto)
ESCAPED FROM JAPS—Major Austin C. Shafter (above) of Shelbyville, Tenn., is among Americans captured by the Japs known to have escaped from the Philippines after being subjected to inhumane treatment. A joint Army-Navy report on Japanese treatment of war prisoners has just been made. (AP Wirephoto)
FLED JAP CAMP—Experiences of Lieut.-Col. William E. Dyess (above), of Albany, Tex., and two other officers while prisoners of the Japanese in the Philippines, were incorporated in an Army-Navy report on Jap treatment of war prisoners taken when Bataan and Corregidor fell. Dyess escaped, but was recently killed in a California plane crash. (AP Wirephoto)